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Abstract
In this study, the discrete element method was used to examine the structural properties and geometric anisotropy of poly-
disperse granular packings with discrete uniform particle size distributions. Confined uniaxial compression was applied to
granular mixtures with different particle size fractions. The particle size fraction (class) was defined as the fraction of the
sample composed of particles with a certain size. The threshold value of number of particle size fractions (i.e., the value above
which structural properties of assemblies remain constant) was determined. The effect of heterogeneity in particle size on the
critical value of number of particle size fractions was investigated for packings with different ratios between diameters of the
largest and smallest grains. The threshold number of particle size classes decreased from five to three as the diameter ratio
between the largest and smallest grains increased. Regardless of the diameter ratio, the critical number of particle size fractions
(above which the packing density and coordination number of the granular mixtures remained constant) was determined to
be five. The study has also shown an increase in packing density of binary mixtures with particle size ratio increasing up to
2.5, which was followed by decrease in density of mixtures with larger particle size ratios, which has not so far been reported
in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Granular materials are known to have wide ranges of struc-
tural and mechanical properties. Real granular packings are
nonuniform in size and characterized by a certain degree
of polydispersity. The high number of particulate assem-
blies involved in the industrial and natural processes contains
components varying with both, material and geometric prop-
erties. The properties can be derived from the geometry of
a solid body or particle and strongly affect the mechanical
behavior of materials subjected to industrial processes (e.g.,
mixing, segregation, loading, and shearing) [1–4]. Granular
solids are disperse systems in which particles are surrounded
by a continuous medium [5], and they can be character-
ized by their particle sizes and divided into particle size
fractions. In disperse systems, the bulk density and poros-
ity depend on the particle size [6–13]. Wiącek conducted
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experimental and numerical studies on granular assemblies
composed of uniform spherical particles and found that den-
sity decreased with an increase in the particle size [13].
Wiącek also reported larger average coordination numbers
in monodisperse samples with smaller particles, because
the packing density affected the contacts between particles.
McGeary [6] and Rassously [8] demonstrated that for binary
mixtures of spherical particles with equal volume fractions
of particles but different particle sizes, the density increased
with a decrease in size of smaller particles. Wiącek et al.
studied the microstructural and micromechanical properties
of granular assemblies with discrete, uniform particle size
distributions (PSD) divided into three, five and seven parti-
cle size classes [14]. They found that the packing density of
samples with a particle size ratio of 1.25 decreased substan-
tially when the number of particle size fractions increased
from three to seven; in contrast, this phenomenon was not
observed in mixtures with larger particle size ratios. Based
on these observations, Wiącek et al. suggested the existence
of a certain value of particle size ratio between 1.25 and 2.5,
belowwhich the packing density decreases substantiallywith
an increase in the particle size ratio.
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Granular mixtures are involved in many industrial pro-
cesses (e.g., milling, fragmentation, agglomeration, and
sieving). These processes can generate systems with large
particle size ratio, thereby affecting the geometric and
mechanical properties of materials. An experimental study
conducted by Lade et al. [15] and a numerical study pre-
pared by Shire et al. [16] for binary packings with an
equal volume fraction of particles of different sizes have
shown a significant increase in density of samples with par-
ticle size ratios increasing up to seven. In mixtures with
larger particle size ratios, small particles fit easily within the
pores between large particles, thereby increasing the pack-
ing density. Jalali and Li [17] conducted molecular dynamics
simulations of packings with bimodal discrete PSD and the
ratio between diameters of the largest and smallest particles
increasing to 2.5. They revealed larger densities of mixtures
with greater particle size ratios. For binarymixtures, Sánchez
et al. [18] observed a decrease in the global coordination
number and a change in partial coordination numberwhen the
size of the smaller particle size fraction decreased. Authors
observed that, contrary to the coordination number for con-
tacts between large particles, the number of contacts between
small spheres decreased with increasing differences between
diameters of particles.

The mechanical properties and compaction characteris-
tics of polydisperse materials have been extensively studied
because, in granular systems, particle rearrangement and
contact networks are determined by the degree of hetero-
geneity in particle size [12,19]. Wiącek et al. [19] numer-
ically studied the effect of particle size ratio on geometric
anisotropy in binary sphere packings. They observed larger
anisotropy in the contact normal orientation in samples with
larger difference between the diameters of the large and small
particles. In a study of systemswith continuousPSD,Wiącek
and Molenda found that polydisperse packings had more
homogeneous distributions of contact force orientations than
monodisperse packings [12]. These findings suggest that in
polydisperse samples, the number of particle size fractions
determines the distribution of contact angles. The authors
also suggested the existence of a certain number of particle
size classes abovewhich the anisotropy of the contact normal
orientation decreases with an increasing degree of polydis-
persity.

In multicomponent particulate systems, the PSD can be
described by various distribution functions that strongly
affect the structural properties of the material [7,11,14,20].
PSDs can generally be divided into continuous and discrete
distributions. Wiącek and Molenda [12] reported significant
differences between the geometric properties of mixtures
with the same standard deviation of mean particle diam-
eter, described by continuous and discrete uniform PSDs.
Mixtures with continuous distributions exhibited the same
microstructural characteristics,whereas discrete uniformdis-

tributions exhibited smaller packing densities and average
coordination numbers than systems with continuous PSDs.
For continuous distributions, normal and log-normal ones are
the most frequently used to describe the particulate assem-
blies; however, other distributions (e.g., exponential, uniform
and arbitrary) may be also applied to characterize the PSDs
in granular materials. Granular materials with discrete PSDs
can be composed of a variety particle size fractions (e.g.,
two, three, or more). A higher number of particle size classes
indicated a higher degree of complexity and makes interpret-
ing the materials’ characteristics more difficult. Numerous
studies have focused on bimodal particulate beds, which
are the simplest example of a polydisperse granular mate-
rial [6,13,16–19,21,22], along with systems composed of
three or four particle size fractions [6,14,23–27]. These stud-
ies provided valuable knowledge related to the structural and
mechanical properties of polydisperse granular materials. In
practical applications,mixtures of granularmaterials are gen-
erally defined in terms of their volume fractions; therefore,
most studies on granular packings with discrete PSDs have
focused on assemblies with different volume fractions. The
effect of particle size ratio on packing density for granu-
lar mixtures with equal volume fractions of two, three and
four components is shown in Fig. 1 [23]. For binary mix-
tures, the packing density increased significantly with an
increase in the particle size ratio, up to a particle size ratio
of nearly 50. The packing density then remained constant
when particle size ratio increased further. For ternary mix-
tures, the change in density with particle size ratio occurred
more slowly than in binary samples, and the density increased
throughout the entire range of particle size ratios. For particle
size ratio > 100, the density was larger in ternary mixtures
than in binarymixtures. Increasing thenumber of particle size
classes to four further decreased the rate of change in packing
density with the increasing particle size ratio. The density of
packings with the particle size ratios < 10 decreased sig-
nificantly with an increase in the number of particle size
fractions in system. For very large particle size ratios, the
packing densities of the samples containing three- and four-
sized fractions were similar. Figure 1 suggests the existence
of a critical number of particle size fractions above which the
structural properties of particulate system remain unchanged.

While extensive studies have evaluated the effect of par-
ticle size ratio on the properties of particulate beds with
discrete PSDs, these studies primarily focused on binary and
ternary mixtures with different volume fractions of particles
with various sizes. Relatively few studies have examined the
geometric properties of granular mixtures with discrete PSD
uniform by a number of particles that are also found in indus-
trial applications. These rare mixtures represent interesting
systems with largerly unknown properties.

In this study, discrete element method (DEM) was used to
evaluate the structural properties of granular mixtures with
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Fig. 1 Effect of particle size ratio (large:small) on the packing density
in samples composed of two, three and, four particle size fractions.
Modified after Furnas [23]

an equal number of fractions of different sizes. The objective
was to identify the critical number of particle size fractions
above which the structural properties of the system remain
constant. The effect of the particle size ratio on this critical
value was also investigated. The critical number of particle
size classes is of interest to researchers who model processes
involving particulate assemblies along with industries where
the PSDs and compositions of mixtures affect the properties
of their final products. The results of this paper will help
scientists and engineers to optimize industrial processes that
involve grain assemblies composed of multiple particle size
fractions.

2 Numerical methodology

In the recent time, numerical modeling has been used to
study various applications of particulate assemblies because
experimental methods cannot provide detailed information
about the structural and micromechanical properties of gran-
ular materials. DEM [28], the method employed in this
study, provides a way to investigate the microstructures and
micromechanics of granular beddings. Three-dimensional
simulations were conducted using the EDEM package [29]

with a simplified version of the viscous-elastic non-linear
Hertz-Mindlin contact model [13]. The interactions between
particles were characterized using the soft-contact approach,
in which particles overlap locally at contact points.

Monodisperse and polydisperse samples with the uniform
discrete PSDs (characterized by an equal number of particles
of different sizes in the sample N f ) and different numbers of
particle size classes were generated for the simulations. Two
parameters were introduced to characterize the samples: (1)
the particle size ratio (g), defined as the ratio of diameter of
the largest grains in sample to the diameter of the smallest
grains in sample and (2) the number of particle size fractions
(n). To facilitate comparison among systems, one size frac-
tion in all simulated assemblies was composed of spheres
with diameters of 6mm (Dl ). The diameters of the smallest
particles (Ds) were chosen so that g ranged between 1.25
and 5. In binary beddings with g > 2.5, small particles per-
colate downwards between large grains [30] and may not be
trapped in the tetrahedrons and octahedrons formed by larger
spheres [31]; thus, granular mixtures with values of g both
larger and smaller than 2.5 were examined. The differences
between the diameters of spheres in neighboring size classes
were consistent in simulated systems. Figure 2 shows the
PSD histograms of mixtures with g = 5 and different n. The
total numbers of particles in the systems varied from 9400
to 21,600; however, the system volume (∼ 1400 cm3) and
the volume of the solid fraction (∼ 800 cm3) were the same.
Table 1 presents the values of Ds and Dl for each value of
g for the simulated systems. The values of N f along with
volume fractions of particles with given diameter in samples
(V f ) for different values of g are presented in Table 2. Table 3
provides the DEM input parameters used in the simulations.

The numerical procedure included two stages: sample
preparation and a uniaxial confined compression test. During
sample preparation, particles with random initial coordinates
were generated inside rectangular box with dimensions of
0.12 m × 0.12 m and a thickness of 0.1m, which was then
placed above the chamber of uniaxial compression appara-
tus with the same dimensions. The chamber was equipped
with rigid, frictional walls that did not deform under the
applied load. The sample size referred to the representative

Fig. 2 PSD histograms for
mixtures with g = 5 for a n = 3
and b n = 9
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Table 1 Values of Ds and Dl for a given value of g

g

1 1.25 1.46 1.67 2.5 3.75 5

D, mm

Ds 6 4.8 4.11 3.6 2.4 1.6 1.2

Dl 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

elementary volume of polydisperse granular beddings, as
established byWiącek andMolenda [32]. The particles were
allowed to settle down under gravity, generating the sam-
ple. When a state of equilibrium was reached, the granular
bedding was uniaxially compressed by the top cover of the
chamber, which moved vertically downward at a constant
velocity of 3m/min. Based on an internationally accepted
procedure [33], the maximum vertical pressure on the top
cover was 100kPa. Three replicate tests were performed for
each sample to verify repeatability.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Particle size polydispersity

The effects of g and n on the polydispersity of the granular
beddings were statistically analyzed. Increasing g from 1.25

Table 3 DEM input parameters

Parameter Steel

Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Shear modulus (GPa) 77

Density (kg/m3) 7804

Coefficient of restitution Particle–particle Particle–wall

0.4 0.4

Coefficient of static friction Particle–particle Particle–wall

0.321 0.216

Coefficient of rolling friction Particle–particle Particle–wall

0.01 0.01

to 5 resulted in an decrease in the mean particle diameter
from 5.4 to 3.6. Figure 3 shows the standard deviation of
particle mean diameter (s.d.) for different values of n and g
ranging from 1.25 to 5. Regardless of the g value, the s.d.

decreased by more than 50% with an increase in n from 2
to 9. The largest decrease in s.d. (nearly 30%) was observed
when n increased from 2 to 3. Upon a further increase in
the value of n to 5, s.d. decreased by 14%. Each subsequent
increase in n decreased the degree of particle size hetero-
geneity to a lesser degree. The difference between the s.d.

values calculated for mixtures with n = 7 and 9 did not
exceed 3%.

Table 2 Values of N f along with V f for a given value of g

n

2 3 5 7 9

g = 1.25

N f 4700 3150 1900 1350 1050

V1, . . .V9,% 33.86, 66.14 22.85, 32.53, 44.62 13.79, 16.54, 19.64,
23.09, 26.94

9.87, 11.16, 12.55,
14.05, 15.67, 17.42,
19.28

7.69, 8.43, 9.22, 10.06,
10.94, 11.87, 12.87,
13.91, 15.01

g = 2.5

N f 6800 5600 3350 2400 1850

V1, . . .V9,% 6.02, 93.98 4.55, 24.38, 71.07 2.63, 6.84, 14.11, 35.28,
41.14

1.66, 3.25, 5.61, 18.93,
21.12, 23.46, 25.97

1.20, 2.02, 3.14, 12.61,
13.72, 14.89, 16.14,
17.45, 18.83

g = 3.75

N f 7000 6000 3600 2800 2400

V1, . . .V9,% 1.86, 98.14 1.49, 19.96, 78.55 0.85, 4.11, 11.43, 38.59,
45.02

0.52, 1.61, 3.65, 19.94,
22.23, 24.70, 27.35

0.37, 0.87, 1.68, 13.07,
14.23, 15.45, 16.73,
18.09, 19.51

g = 5

N f 7000 6100 4000 3000 2400

V1, . . .V9,% 0.79, 99.21 0.65, 17.65, 81.70 0.44, 3.56, 12.00, 28.44,
55.56

0.33, 1.54, 4.22, 8.97,
16.38, 27.03, 41.53

0.26, 0.89, 2.12, 4.13,
7.14, 11.34, 16.93,
21.11, 33.08
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Fig. 3 The s.d. values of granular mixtures with different values of n
and g

Fig. 4 Initial packing densities of granular mixtures with different
values of n and g. The dashed line refers to monodisperse sample
(n = g = 1). Inset shows the relationship between packing density
and n in mixtures with g ranging from 1.25 to 2.5

3.2 Packing density

Figure 4 presents the initial packing density for different val-
ues of n and g. For g < 2.5, the packing density decreased
with an increase in the value of n, while the differences
between sample densities decreased as the degree of hetero-
geneity in the mixtures increased. Surprisingly, the densities
of samples with g = 1.25 and n > 2 were smaller than
those for monodisperse assemblies of spheres. Additional
simulations were conducted for 1.25 < g < 2.5 to deter-
mine the value of g below which the packing density of
multicomponent mixtures was smaller than the density of
sample composed of uniformly sized spheres. The inset of
Fig. 4 suggests that g = 1.67 can be considered as the thresh-
old value. Figure 4 shows that packing densities of samples
with g ≤ 2.5 was maximized at n = 2 and packing den-
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Fig. 5 Relationship between packing density and g for mixtures with
n = 2, 3, and 9

sity decreased significantly with increasing n. In contrast,
for g > 2.5, the packing density at n = 2 was smaller com-
pared with those of more complex mixtures.

The packing density of binary samples at different values
of g is shown in Fig. 5. For g < 2.5, the packing density
increased with an increase in the value of g. In these mix-
tures, small spheres filled the pores between larger particles.
Further increasing g beyond 2.5 resulted in a decrease in ϕ,
because of only partially filled the pores between larger parti-
cles by significantly smaller spheres. These results agreewith
the findings by Jalali and Li [17] related to binary mixtures
with uniform discrete PSDs and g ≤ 2.5. Mc’Geary [6] and
Rassously [8], who conducted experimental and numerical
studies on binary mixtures with uniform volume fractions
of components, found that the packing density of samples
increased by increasing g well above 2.5. Compared to mix-
tures with a uniform number of fractions of components,
more numerous small particles are able to fully fill voids
between larger spheres in packings with uniform volume
fractions of components, resulting in greater packing den-
sity. The largest increase in packing density with increasing
g value was observed at g < 10, which supports the previous
findings of Furnas (see Fig. 1) [23].

Figure 5 shows the packing densities at different values of
g for mixtures with n = 3 and 9. The values of ϕ were larger
for ternary packings compared to the packings with n = 9.
The packing densities increased significantly with increas-
ing g up to value of 3.75; further increase in g resulted in
slight increase in ϕ value. The differences between the den-
sities of sphere packings with g ≥ 2.5 fell within the range
of scattering. Figures 4 and 5 indicate that when g ≥ 2.5,
g had no effect on the packing density of granular packings
with n > 2. The results indicate that the packing densities of
granular materials with uniform PSD based on particle num-
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Fig. 6 Average coordination number as a function of g for samples
with various values of n when subjected to a vertical load of 100kPa.
Inset is a zoomed-in version of the CN(g) curve for mixtures with
small g

ber are not sensitive to the degree of heterogeneity in particle
size. The above results agree with the findings ofWiącek and
Molenda [12] regarding granular packings with normal PSD.
Figure 4 shows that the threshold value of n, above which the
packing density remains constant, is determined by the parti-
cle size ratio. Although the particle size distribution became
more homogeneous with increasing n, the critical number
of particle size fractions for packing density decreased with
an increase in n. For g < 2.5, n = 5 was identified as the
critical value; however, for granular packings with g > 2.5,
a critical value is n = 3.

3.3 Average coordination number

Figure 6 shows the average coordination number as a func-
tion of g for granular packings, under a vertical pressure of
100kPa. Although the packing density increased (Fig. 5), the
coordination number decreased by approximately 15% as a
g increased from 1.25 to 2.5. A further increase in g to 5
resulted in a nearly 5% decrease in CN. In granular packings
with small g, ordered structures were formed by similarly
sizes particles and each particle was supported by several
neighboring particles and supported other particles, resulted
in larger CN. Because the polydispersity prevented the for-
mation of a more ordered structure, in more heterogeneous
mixtures with larger g, small spheres partially filled the pores
between larger particles, resulting in smaller average coor-
dination numbers. These results are in agreement with the
findings of Göncü et al. [10] and Wiącek and Molenda [12],
who reported fewer contacts between particles in mixtures
with greater degrees of polydispersity.

The evolution of the effect of n on average coordina-
tion number in mixtures with g = 1.25 provided interesting
results. In samples with n = 9, the CN was more than 5%
lower than that of mixtures with n = 2 (inset of Fig. 6).
The CN(g) curves exhibit similar trends to the ϕ(g) curves,

indicating that in mixtures with g < 1.46, the number of
contacts was determined primarily by the packing density. In
mixtures with g values of 2.5 and 5, an increase in particle
size fractions from 2 to 3 resulted in an increase in average
coordination number by 6% and 10%, respectively, despite a
decrease in packing density of samples. The medium-sized
particles in ternary samples decreased differences between
sizes of contacting particles, producing denser contact net-
works. Further increasing n slightly affected the number of
contacts in examined mixtures; thus, n = 3 was established
as the threshold value above which CN remained constant.

3.4 Geometric anisotropy

Figure 7 shows the distributions of contact normal orienta-
tions in compressed granular packings with different values
of n and g. The contact angle (θ ) was defined as the ratio
between the z and x components of the contact normal force.
The distribution function of the contact orientation can be fit-
ted by harmonic approximation corresponding to the second
terms of the Fourier expansion of P(θ)

P (θ) = 1

2π
{1 + acos2 (θ − θn)} , (1)

where a is a measure of the degree of anisotropy, and θn indi-
cates the principal direction of anisotropy. The probability of
the contact orientations P (θ) is given by

P (θ) = N (θ)

N
, (2)

where N is the total number of particles. Figure 8 displays
the degree of contact orientation anisotropy as a function of
n for samples with various values of g, when subjected to a
vertical load of 100kPa. Heterogeneous distributions of con-
tact angles with a preference for the vertical and horizontal
directions were observed in monodisperse samples, in which
ordered structures were formed by uniformly sized parti-
cles. The prevalence of contact normals directed vertically
and horizontally was also observed in binary packings, that
increased with increasing g. In all packings with g = 1.25,
in which particles were arranged in a nearly crystalline for-
mation, the vertical contact direction prevailed and degree of
contact orientation anisotropy changed slightly with increas-
ing n. For samples with g > 1.25, degree of anisotropy in
the distribution of contact angles decreasedwith increasingn.
These finding agree with those of Wiącek and Molenda [12]
for polydisperse samples with continuous PSDs and the
results of Wiącek et al. [19] for binary granular packings.
The results suggested that the distribution of contact angles
in polydisperse granular packings was determined by num-
ber of particle size classes and the authors suggested the
existence of a certain value of n above which the anisotropy
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Fig. 7 Distributions of contact normal orientations in granular packings with different values of n and g, under compressive load of 100 kPa. Solid
lines are harmonic fits according to Eq. (1)
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Fig. 8 Degree of contact orientation anisotropy as a function of n for
samples with various values of g

of contact normal orientations decreases with increasing g.
In this study, the degree of anisotropy in the distribution of
contact angles decreased throughout the entire range of n;
however, the change in a value with number of particle size
classes occurred more slowly for n > 5.

4 Conclusions

In this study, uniaxial confined compression tests were
simulated for polydisperse sphere packings with uniform
PSDs using DEM. Mixtures with equal number fractions
of particles with different sizes were generated to deter-
mine the threshold number of particle size fractions above
which the structural properties and geometric anisotropy of
the mixtures remained constant. The effect of the degree
of heterogeneity in particle size on the critical value of
n was investigated for packings with various particle size
ratios.

The packing density and average coordination number
both decreased with increasing number of particle size frac-
tions from two to five in mixtures with g ≤ 1.67. In mixtures
with g > 1.67, the packing density and average coordina-
tion number increased with increasing n from two to three.
These results indicate that the threshold value of n above
which structural properties (i.e., packing density and coordi-
nation number) remain constant was affected by g; however,
for g values ranging from 1.25 to 5, the critical value was
n = 5.

The findings of these study revealed the strong rela-
tion between geometric anisotropy and number of particle
size fractions in the studied mixtures. Regardless of g, the
geometric anisotropy of the distribution of contact normal
orientation decreased with increasing n.

Till date, few efforts have investigated the properties of
granular mixtures with discrete PSDs and uniform num-
ber fractions of particles. Thus, this study provides valuable
information about the structural properties of granular pack-

ings with equal number fractions of particles with different
sizes.
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